KPMG

Required - Trainees to join the Forensic Technology Team in KPMG

Batch 2010

The Individual

1. Should have strong interpersonal and communication (both verbal and written) skills
2. Should be able to work well in a team.
3. Adaptability to a dynamic environment often accompanied by shifting priorities and stringent deadlines
4. The role would be client facing and will require travel within the country

Skills Required

1. Education: B.E/B Tech (preferably Computer Science /IT)
2. Technical Skills: SQL, Data Base Languages, ASP, .Net, MS Access

Training period: Will be tentatively 6 months depending on the project requirements

Location: Delhi

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Profile 1 :

Data Analytics (DA): Analyzing the raw data and convert that into information using many different types of software’s.

What we do: We analyze data across the industries to identify anomalies, hidden relationships, trends and patterns. We use predictive modeling to forecast clients data for better decision making. We “slice and dice” data according to different descriptors, and charts and graphs that visually depict the facts and circumstances resident in the data set can are created.

Skills: Strong analytical capabilities, exposure towards variety of data issues interms of cleaning, loading, validating, analyzing, reporting etc, Strong database and scripting knowledge across different RDBMS (SQL Server, Oracle, SAS,SPSS, and ERP Systems etc), ability to explore and learn new tools independently, good in basic Accounting and statistical principles.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Profile 2 :


**Electronic Discovery:** Electronic discovery or E-Discovery is a process in which electronic data is sought, located, secured and searched with the intent of using it as evidence in a civil or criminal legal case.

**What we do:** We process the electronic data (Emails and EDocs), Review, Analyze and select relevant documents for production in court.

**Skills:** Strong background in Computers, exposure to different file types and their usage, excellent trouble shooting capabilities in computers and other e-discovery related issues, excellent RDBMS skills (SQL Server, MS-Access, Excel etc)

---

- Write your Subject Line of mail depending upon the profile you are applying for
  - Subject Line 1.of the mail should be **DA - KPMG – Applying for Training – Profile 1**
  - Subject Line 2.of the mail should be **EDR - KPMG – Applying for Training – Profile 2**
- Interested students can send their updated resumes to **apamnani@amity.edu** latest by **15th April 10, 12:00 noon**.
- Resumes received after the deadline will not be accepted.

---

Best Wishes

Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Rana

Director